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From the Commercial & Financial Chronicle, March 1893, page
160---these schemes are nothing new---

I released “Confused Goldbugs” in March 2003 and have written
very little since then about persons who favor one metal over the
other. I owned some gold and last fall I traded it to my dealer for
silver. Now I’m down to two gold dental crowns and the title to
gold production I own in mining shares. You will not read me
stating the extent of what I own, that is for strutting fools who
don’t have much metal or for regulatory filing requirements of
public companies. Metal should be privately owned and bragging
about how much you own (I see it on You Tube) is very foolhardy
and shows a senseless ego. We hear much about the gold to
silver or if you prefer the silver to gold ratio. Establishing the
history of this ratio is easy and there should be no dispute about
the records of the ratio. Especially at the close of the Napoleonic
Wars in 1816 England showed itself favoring gold over silver. It
was about elites keeping common people down. The money
powers of North America, overwhelmingly in league with their
British senior partners, were very hostile towards monetary silver.
The Crime of 1873 is often cited as the best example of this

hostility; it is very likely the apex instance of the elite’s war on
silver. Contrary to myth, the Bank of England was secondary in
the Crime of ’73 behind a cluster of super powerful San Francisco
based gold mining magnates---James B. Haggin, his brother in law
Lloyd Tevis, Collis P. Huntington, Darius Ogden Mills especially.
None Jewish by the way! It was about seizing land, homes, farms,
ranches, cattle, businesses, crops and import cargoes from
“silverites” by the nefarious “gold only” faction, and note that the
gold only faction eventually transited to “paper only,” with Haggin
being a mastermind of the Panic of 1907 via Knickerbocker Trust,
while all people ever write about is J.P. Morgan, while Haggin as
“the greatest mine owner on Earth” with 160 mines including the
great Homestake Gold mine in South Dakota and the world’s two
biggest copper mines was MUCH wealthier than Morgan! --http://nosilvernationalization.org/189.pdf (287 pages and NO
“PAY WALL!”) ---

Let’s get down to the present. This won’t be any detailed lengthy
investigation. I have one underway about the Astor and Drexel
families, historic silver suppressors. The original Astor was known
as “Landlord of New York” and he was the top domestic power in
the second United States Bank (1816-1836) and it was a Drexel
who was known as mentor of the original J.P. Morgan Senior! The
Astor and Drexel families and genealogically interlocked dynasties
conspiring against the common man in The Pilgrims Society are
very much on the scene in 2019 and are apex elitists; the Drexels
are out to seize immense mineral wealth on the seafloors. Both
families have been in management of The Pilgrims Society and are
leaders of it to this moment. The sad pitiful unfortunates who

decided “the Rothschilds run world finance all by themselves”
gave themselves a chance to be Jew baiters and criminally lazy to
boot, as their notion excuses them from researching any other
dynastic families! I will release this Astor/Drexel research on
completion. Those who read it will get much more than they
expect! So far it has 800 plus illustrations with documented text!
Dave Janda and Greg Hunter will refuse to allow any mention of it,
of course; especially since they only promote things offered for
purchase prices and people having “pay walls!” 100% free info
providers are not cool and never get admission into the money
grubbing Circle of Peers who “mine” the rank and file for money,
having bamboozled them to believe their light shines dimly next
to that of their self appointed leaders.
Several interesting dates; January 25, 1972 saw the U.S.
Government lift a ban on Rhodesian mined silver. It was of course
lifted to ease the shortage caused 100% by low capped prices.
Among those (nonmembers) affected by the government
meddling against silver was Jack Simplot, Idaho’s top potato
growing kingpin who owned a huge cattle ranch 64 miles wide
and 137 miles long! Simplot started with 600 hogs and parlayed it
into a fortune. Harry F. Magnuson associated with Bunker Hill
Mining Company was another silver figure damaged by the

Pilgrims Society Silver Cartel. Not until August 10, 1972 did the
Nixon administration’s Fascist Cost of Living Council finally exempt
domestic mined silver from price controls and domestic mined
silver had been capped at $1.61 the troy ounce! Of course,
Tiffany & Company’s fabricated silver items weren’t price capped.
The lifting of the illegal price cap on silver only came THREE
MONTHS after 91 silver mining workers died in a fire with lots of
carbon monoxide gas at the 3700 foot level of the Sunshine Silver
Mine in Idaho. Mining companies, their employees and
shareholders for decades have been treated as slaughter cattle by
the price riggers because they want Federal Reserve notes to look
valuable. April 21, 1975 very sadly saw the initiation of operations
of the benighted Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
Simplot and Magnuson---

The time for precious metals prices to be in the toilet are nearing
terminal status. Regardless of being worn out for years hearing

this, the treasure galleon is finally near to port! Now, what will
the “gold only” investor do to use their hard gold coin and wafer
bullion as barter transaction money, if the banking system fails
and remains shuttered for several months? If a new more
controllable fiat currency is issued, FEDCOIN perhaps, dragging its
users further into the WEB of the BEAST SYSTEM? What will
become of the gold-silver ratio, which so many “think” should
normally be something like 1 ounce of gold to 80+ ounces of
silver, when the only metallic currency the self defeating “gold
only” faction holds---is gold? The smallest practical size of gold
coin as in a USA coin is the one tenth ounce American Gold Eagle
coin. Pieces of jewelers casting shot, gold or silver, aren’t
standardized weights and unsuitable for barter. 90% coin will be
met with a lower “doubt rate” than other forms of silver.
Let’s say the gold only investor has all his gold in Canadian Maple
Leaf one-twentieth ounce gold coins in .9999 purity. Checking an
online dealer that’s well known (Oklahoma) I see these priced at
$87.85 per coin. So at the same time with this same dealer for
$87.85 you could own 50 Roosevelt 90% silver dimes for $64.27;
about 68 silver dimes for the price of ONE gold coin of one
twentieth an ounce. These aren’t much different from dimes in
size. Most investors when comparing the one twentieth gold to

the one tenth ounce gold coin will quickly realize that the tenth
ouncer is a much better value. Reason being manufacturing
premiums are in play. So the average investor will opt to have
one-tenth oz gold rather than the smaller unit. At this point we
notice (figures are based on February 23, 2019 prices) that for the
price of one single tenth ounce American Gold Eagle ($150.39)
correlated to their price for silver dimes, you could have how
many dimes? 117 dimes! Prices are in flux; quotes are only
current as this is written.
Now there are other points to be made. Where to start? 1) the
same amount invested in a single tenth ounce gold gets you a
“coin count” ratio of 117 to 1 favoring silver and that is potentially
117 transactions versus one (depending on variables) and 2)
precious metal coins, wafers, bars or ingots aren’t like a liquid
measure of water, you take the entire coin/coins; you can’t hack
them into pieces like butter off a stick; 3) the same amount of
expenditure in silver gives far more maneuverability or flexibility--it’s obviously easier to fractionalize---a barter transaction for
food, gasoline, clothing, shoes, bullets, medicine or whatever. If
the seller is willing to be paid less than half the value of your onetenth ounce gold coin for his goods, how will he/she give you
change? Will you find yourself confronted with either overpaying,

or getting an excess of something, or nothing at all because the
seller can’t provide change? Will you refuse silver as change if the
seller has no gold? Issues will arise smoothing out such
attempted transactions and holders of 90% silver coins will gain
ascendancy. Few Americans have protected themselves with
PMs. Now we get to 4) Regardless of what anyone says that the
cost of silver is based only on the cost of production, that gets
into some severe falsities (for ex, polymetallic miners “tossing”
byproduct silver, misleading these writers about the cost of
silver); the ratio has been way over-skewed for generations; the
“gold only” faction has outsmarted itself by holding gold only!
However, so many gold only investors may hold one ounce gold
coins ONLY; what will they do to barter these for a load of
groceries valued at several hundred dollars, and the store can’t
give change and gold is valued at $8,000 the ounce? Meantime,
silver will have increased by a factor of 5x or more over gold,
much of the increase driven by the problem of gold becoming
priced out of reach for many. Will the gold only zealot (right
word) tell the grocer “you can only give me change in gold,” then
what happens? Gold will be great for buying a house, better car,
an array of major appliances, or diamonds (which you wouldn’t be
likely to need, and will almost certainly be “skinned” on selling!)

I became concerned about holding 100 oz silver bars so traded
them all for one ouncers. Same with 50 ouncers; ten ouncers are
big enough; people holding 1,000 oz bars will mostly regret it, and
envy people who bought the same silver total as one ouncers;
holders of one ounce rounds will envy those with abundant silver
dimes. No decrease in silver held; huge increase in
maneuverability for transactions. I doubt a one ounce gold item
will ever catch a 100 oz silver bar, and will accelerate in favor of
silver as gold rises. 1,000 ounce bars have too much actual weight
variation, usually assay is demanded (could also apply to 100s),
weigh most of 70 pounds, and are unsuitable for everything
besides land and large transactions.
Furthermore many have noted, and rightly so, that “silver only”
investors will arrive at a moment when they can end up with
more gold than “gold only” investors, because when the ratio
normalizes and even overshoots, those with silver can trade silver
ounces for gold ounces and so end up with much more hard gold
later than what they could have had if they’d been buying gold
only all along! Gold only folks yammer “silver is only an industrial
metal,” and so what? That adds to its value as money metal, that
so many will be demanding silver for its plethora of applications!

At this time, certainly gold has advantages over silver, real
advantages. Mainly, the greater ease of storage and transport
due to much lighter weight and bulk space needed. That will
correct in time, and after we’ve long since grown whiskers, the
time is on the near horizon. I LOVE gold, I think gold is great. I
never aggressively bought other than silver due to its higher
appreciation prospects. Please don’t hamstring yourself with gold
only as emergency money! It would function nicely to buy an
automobile, a house, central air conditioning system and major
appliances, new roof, medical costs. For food, gas and so many
basic needs, silver will serve far better and as the suppressed
silver ratio becomes rectified, silver’s returns will embarrass those
of gold. It may also be that silver only investors may wish they
had some copper one ouncers! But silver dimes give huge
flexibility!
Another inevitable problem with gold for barter is due to the
concentration of value in smaller units than silver, many will be
asking, “hey, how do I know this is gold and not heavy gold plating
over copper?” Businesses will have to get testing capabilities for
coins/bars to be accepted in commerce; with silver the barriers
are less stringent, there is less caution present due to smaller
value amounts in most cases involved and one ounce silver coins

resonate convincingly. IMO and many others have said it, copper
must be remonetized as subsidiary to silver.
We may see some ploys by federal and state governments to
squelch gold’s privacy, its anonymity, by facilitating its use in such
a way as to draw gold holders out into the open, while silver
holders, not needing such “facilitation,” retain more
confidentiality for their dealings. Why do governments think they
have to know how many hairs we have in each armpit? The
mentality of invasive control is disgraceful.
The Texas State Bullion Depository still has this booby trap feature
in the language of the bill that brought it about, “other than by an
authority of this State,” that is, Texas told Uncle Sam he can’t
come grab the contents, BUT THE STATE OF TEXAS CAN GRAB IT!
However, read on, they may have hit a bump in the road
regarding that!
“The art of government consists of taking as much money as
possible from one class to give to another” ---Voltaire, French
philosopher (1694-1778).
“It is dangerous to be right in matters on which the established
authorities are wrong” ---Voltaire.

“Government is an association of men who do violence to the rest
of us” ---Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910), Russian novelist.
Now, some very positive news, and very unexpected--https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdSj04D1htU
U.S. Supreme Court votes 9 to zero to restrict States, counties and
cities powers to impose excessive fines.

I’m unclear how this would apply to insanities like $2,500 per day
code violation on a house overvalued at $130,000 by greedy
property tax districts for having a pile of twigs you delayed to pick
up. After 52 days you’d have your house stolen over nothing.
Considering a move to another city? Move where there’s the
lowest per capita municipal bond debt! This ruling should turn
loose a landslide of lawsuits against that most arrogant level of
government---“municipal” government, which I find to be an
unbearably obscene word, even more so than HOA’s, home
owners associations.

If Beto O’ Rourke wins the next Presidential race, be certain he’ll
scream for severe windfall profits taxes on all precious metals
shares and probably grab for your hard metal, guns and bullets
also. He’ll demand you allow illegals to occupy any vacant rooms
in your house! He’ll have the Mark of the Beast laser inscribed on
your retinas, and draft you to work overseas in some United
Nations hell hole! I see no way anyone could be a radical as Beto.
If you own mining shares you best watch news like a hawk.
Especially after hours announcements and on weekends. Mining
companies have huge exposure to Mexico, which is aggrieved due
to the border fracas, and undying memories of the loss of some
900,000 square miles of territory at the close of the Mexican
American War of 1846-1847. The Wall Street Journal of January
25, 1980, reported Mexico imposing a 40% tax for silver mined at
over $10 the ounce. As PEMEX the Mexican national oil company
struggles, politicians there are likely to draw blood from any other
sector suddenly flush with prosperity! You need to be ready with
a sell order before market open in event of pre-market negative
news! On January 24, 1980, on the Mexican Bolsa de Inversiones
also known as Bolsa de Valores, trading in silver mining shares
was temporarily suspended. Por supuesto, alguienes
malhechores con hediondez alla que nacieron de culebras en las

parillas del infierno y sin ombligo y que tienen cabezones de
mierda y cara de lagarto y calaveras rellenas de avispazos
mortiferos que pican con gran dolor hicieron el golpe contra
riqueza como relampago.
My father’s parents migrated from French Quebec to New
Hampshire and he to Texas. He as a French and English speaker
insisted Spanish was the second language I most needed here.
Lastly I want to touch on a problem in the alt news, gold and
silver, anti-war, pro-liberty community. That is the problem of
refusal to acknowledge the role, or even the existence of The
Pilgrims Society playing in influencing our lives and destinies for
the worse. I sent the following to lew@lewrockwell.com on
3/21/19. No response received! Something’s wrong when your
“community leaders” make it a particular point to evade and
blacklist this situation.

“RE--- Tucker Carlson in deep nest of WARMONGERS!”
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2019/02/no_author/theamerican-ruling-class-2/
“I noticed he has nothing to say about being a second generation
member of this British Empire organization that dragged America

into both World Wars! They were mentioned first in “War
Plotters of Wall Street” (1915) by Charles Collman. I have written
so extensively criticizing them that they mentioned me by name in
January 2012 at www.pilgrimsociety.org and regardless of
ridiculing my conclusions have not offered to sue me, despite
having the top lawyers in Manhattan as members. In fact, six
months after my site www.silverstealers.net went up, they finally
responded with www.pilgrimsociety.org A feature on the
American ruling class that makes no faint mention of THE top
group of the ruling class! Friend, that is a travesty! Do you care
to notify your readers of Carlson’s Pilgrims activities? If not, why
not? The great, great grandson of “the greatest mine owner on
Earth” James B. Haggin (1827-1914) is a member same as his
ancestor, and this is THE ruling class! No answer---is an answer!”

Whitehead was a liaison between the Mellon and Rockefeller
fortunes and an Episcopalian running the “Jewish” Goldman
Sachs! I have no idea who replaced him as a Pilgrims VP since his
death. We have no roster since 2014, issued in January.
MAJOR silver antagonist Paul Volcker!
Stripped the Hunts of 60MOZ by 1986!

There is a PARALYSIS going on in the thought processes of so
many in the “freedom” community. They don’t want to hear
ANYTHING about this shadow organization! So they just don’t
respond. Same with Bob Moriarty at 321 Gold, a site I read daily.
On February 19, 2019, Bob linked “Do You Believe in the Deep
State Now” by The American Conservative
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/do-youbelieve-in-the-deep-state-now/ The story content has nothing to
say about The Pilgrims Society nor even about the far more
publicly visible Council on Foreign Relations. I wrote to Bob and
all Bob can comprehend is Zionist/Israeli influence in America;
Bob can’t grasp any overarching British influence, nor any
organized conspiracy to demonetize and devalue silver. I gave
Bob the quote from Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon from “The
Economist” of July 7, 1963, page 166, “Silver bullion will be
released on demand to prevent silver rising.” He ridiculed my
conclusions of a conspiracy. I replied that in the 1930s Western
Senators were complaining about British attacks against the silver
price, all heavily documented at http://silverstealers.net/tss.html
and with that, Bob had no more to say.

He refused to agree, but he had no more attempted rejoinders.
Can’t people admit they’ve been wrong? I messaged The
American Conservative and they simply, like The Great, The
Outstanding Mister Lew Rockwell, the man from whom the sun
itself draws its energy, refused any response. This is the comedy
character who founded the Mises Institute. I can’t abide cover up
artists blocking public view of this PILGRIMS SOCIETY TUMOR in
American life!
Bob skipped a recent swipe at gold prices made by “Sunshine
Profits” Przemyslaw Radomski, who carries on like an extreme
permabear. Moriarty may have tired of linking him, as gold
appears to NOT be poised to swoon like Pre Cole Slaw says.
Beware people leading you into ruin, very possibly fronting for
shorts. The more Sunshine Profits bear warnings about gold get
linked, the worse for them. This pressure cooker has been held
back just about as long as it can be.
Bob recently linked https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldwill-keep-rising-here-are-13-ways-to-profit-from-the-rally-201902-22 which mentions Thomas Winmill (not “windmill”) and
T.W.’s name is in The Pilgrims 2014 NYC roster. Winmill runs
(among nonrelated other interests) the Midas Gold Fund. His
middle initial “B” stands for “Basset,” probably showing linkage to

earlier Pilgrims members. Here he is in the 2014 roster which is
definitely very difficult to come by---no; he couldn’t mention it in
a Bloomberg interview---

Peter S. Wilson of Cravath, Swaine & Moore, traces to 1819 and
William H. Seward, who as Secretary of State made the Alaska
Purchase from Russia. Seward was maternal grandfather of Sir
Ivor Seward Richard, who was British Ambassador to the U.N. and
was the only Pilgrims member I ever had opportunity to confront
face to face and was he shocked I knew anything about them.
Paul Cravath of the law firm founded the Council on Foreign

Relations in 1921 as an “outer ring” below The Pilgrims. Cravath
was a very loud voice for dragging America into World War One.
This law firm has worked with many silver suppressing banks. The
woman in this list (a minority of members are women since 1977)
has degrees from King’s College and Queens University, more of
so many proofs this Pilgrims Society is a Royalist organization---

More--https://www.compete.org/about/senior-staff/3182

“Ms. Wince-Smith is also the president of the Global Federation of
Competitiveness Councils, whose creation she led. She is a
member of Japan’s Science & Technology in Society Forum
Council and of the Commission on the Theft of Intellectual
Property, co-chaired by Mr. Craig Barrett, former chairman of
Intel Corporation and Admiral Dennis Blair, former U.S. director of
national Intelligence. She serves on Purdue University’s Strategic
Research Advisory Council and on the boards of several privatesector organizations including, The American College in Greece,
the oldest American-accredited college in Europe and the largest
private college in Greece.”
Ms. Wince-Smith has served as the vice-chair and chair of the
World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on
Competitiveness. She was previously a member of the
Smithsonian National Board and the Naval Academy Foundation
Board.”
A fair and reasonable question to the readers, if they will---WHY IS
THERE THIS AREA THAT ALL THEIR “LEADERS” ARE AFRAID TO GO
TO? Our destinies are profoundly shaped by members of “by
invitation only” elitist membership groups, with the Council on
Foreign Relations being the most visible. But it all leads back up

into The Pilgrims Society, called “the first organization” in The
Review of Reviews, May 1902, New York, page 557.
Moriarty’s site is the best you can find for resource stock picks, for
two reasons 1) the stock picks are equal or better than any other
site and anyone’s paid subscription newsletter and 2) there is no
access fee to pay to GET these picks! But as to an organized plan
to suppress silver prices, Bob’s mentality disallows any
consideration of far too many coincidences. Pilgrims V.P.
Kissinger (Rockefeller family agent) with Trump---Trump looks
sour, probably due to how well aware he is that he answers to this
SHADOW ORGANIZATION---Salinas Price writing a public letter to
Trump asking for remonetizing silver has the usual snowball’s
chance in hell---Kissinger croaking won’t change anything---

Trump with Pilgrims Society executive
Committee member Woody Johnson
(Ambassador to England), owns New
York Jets, Johnson & Johnson fortune---

The Pilgrims London/New York 1908---

“Your work on silver is better than I have seen from anyone”---received
from Bob Moriarty of 321 Gold, 2/25/13 still in my received files, Bob.
It was in reference to “Correcting Antal Fekete’s Historical Silver Errors”
which to my huge surprise Bob linked. He sees no Anglo-American world
empire scheme, however!

Let’s mention Ted Butler. How many have noticed Ted ever
saying much of anything about the Federal Reserve wanting low
silver prices, because it fears silver becoming a competing
currency? Ted was able to grasp industrial users wanting to get
raw material on the cheap, exploiting miners and taxpayers alike.
But when it comes to silver and the MONETARY system? Ted
FLATLINES! Silver and gold are historic money. The FED does not
want competitors! Why is that tough for Ted to understand?
Why would Ted think the Justice Department would do anything
about silver price rigging? He’s trying to scratch a diamond with a
feather. Maurice Sonnenberg, a huge but very publicity starved
by intent, figure in the intelligence and defense communities, was
senior international adviser to major silver short Bears Stearns till
its crash in 2008. Sonnenberg, worth in the nine figure range (or
more) is among the minority of USA Pilgrims Society members
who are Jewish and you can guess besides England what other
nation he has ties to. But the British Anglicans are only using

Israel for another World War catalyst. Sonnenberg has acted as
adviser to five Presidential administrations and is active in the
National Committee on American Foreign Policy (globalists and
warmongers) and was on the National Commission on Terrorism.
False flags, anyone? Excuses for military intervention?
Sonnenberg had huge influence in the USA Patriot Act; he was
associated with Morgan Chase after its takeover of Bear Stearns.
Sonnenberg started his career as a staffer for Senator William
Proxmire of Wisconsin, who voted for the 1965 Coinage Act,
removing most silver from our money system!
SEE PEOPLE? SILVER MANIPULATION HAPPENS, BUT THERE IS NO
ORGANIZED CONSPIRACY TO DO IT! THEY’RE ALL JUST DOING IT
CONSISTENTLY AS SLEEPWALKERS, according to sources like GATA
and Moriarty!

Why is GATA, 24 Hour Gold etcetera willing to fault find the FED,
Treasury, Bank of England, IMF etc., but when it comes to
mentioning membership organizations of the elitists who run
these banks? GATA suddenly has no fingers to hit the keyboard
with! OK that’s it. Food for thought, ask these “community
heroes” to answer---why does The Pilgrims Society rate zero
coverage?

Are you worn out hearing people yammering “Deep State” and
“redacted?” You sure should be, because people who keep
mumbling these buzzwords are covering up; or unwilling to get to
the marrow of things! Once they belch out “Deep State,” there’s
no need for any specifics about the Council on Foreign Relations,
much less The Pilgrims Society.
I’m close to completion on the Astor/Drexel families and if you
want “in depth” you’ll get a trainload! It’s a free e-book with over
800 scans and images! The Astors are not Rothschilds, neither are
the Drexels Rothschilds. Aww gee, just no one has any faint
particle of influence in the finance world besides the Rothschilds!
This “Rothschild only” cult mythology is a virulent virus
obstructing probes into OTHER wealth groups, and it shows a
huge laziness! You won’t find any faint trace of these details
anywhere else, especially not in for purchase books by
establishment hack historians who are bribed with fellowships
and foundation grants and employment contracts to cover up
what people most need to know. When I began this public
interest research most of 20 years ago, I was certain the alt news
community would give much coverage. I eventually realized that
“coverage” is ONLY for people having things to market to
audiences for purchase. Then the interviewers all insist the guests

aren’t paying for obvious business boosters. Really, how can such
dishonesty be so rampant? By insisting guests don’t pay to be on,
hosts can raid the candy jar labeled “donations” while beguiling
the audience that guests come on for free. Where however are
the guests not marketing things? Marketing and advertising
should not be labeled other than what it is.
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